
Art Installation Taung Mall 



Mosaic Piece 

Original “Grand Daddy” Lion 
artwork by artist Sylvia de 
Villiers  
 
Final Image - glass and 
ceramic mosaic work 
3900mm high  x 4100mm 
wide 
 
Each of the 182 blocks was 
created by the school 
children  in Taung and mosaic 
artists. 
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Metal Screen Taung Mall 

Metal screen with bushman painting 
type scenes cut out with a sealed rusted 
finish 
 
Filling the space of 8500 mm long x 
3000mm tall  



Metal Screen Taung Mall 



Animal Sculpture 

Concrete and metal Kudu mosaiced with natural smooth finished tiles, to 
prevent sharp edges for the safety of the children using the structure.  
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Taung Mall Animal Sculpture 
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Workshops 

19 – 20th March 2013 

A series of workshops to involve the community in art for the Mall, and to give 
back to the community in terms of skills, have been run by veteran workshop host 
and Grammy winner Robin Hogarth.  
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The workshops included the learners producing 
mural sections of a lion (Taung meaning ‘place of 
the lion’), which  is on the exterior of theMall, as 
well as artworks for their own use, using artists 
and skills from Art Afrique (Carol Hogarth).  

Presentations of 
materials was made to 
Paramount Chief Tshepo 
Frederik Mankuroane, 
who lends his name to 
one of the schools. We 
where graced with the 
Chief’s presence during 
the workshops... Who 
loved and enjoyed seeing 
the children creating. 
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Success stories by children 
showing how they loved the 
opportunity: 
 
“… art is the most wonderful 
thing that I’ve learned about” 
 

“thank you very much Mosaic 
workshop and Eris and Vildev” 
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Presentations of materials were made to school executives. 

“I have learned that art is not just about creating, 
but conveying message to people” 
 
“I love the mirror I made to my mother. I want to 
say thanks to Eris and Vildev” 

Workshops 

 “This one is good in 
my life I will never 
forget this…” 


